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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
In this paper we deal with Lerch’s transcendental function (cf. [6; 8, 
p. 333) which can be defined by its power series 
f,,i.(Z) := f (n+l)“z”, K, ;1 E c, (1) 
fl=O 
for IzI < 1; by analytic continuation it is seen to be holomorphic in the cut 
plane 
C* := {zEClif Rezzl, then Imz#O}. (2) 
Lerch’s function plays an important role in various branches of pure and 
applied mathematics. For instance, it occurs in analytic number theory 
[6], summability [13, Chap. IV, 31, numerical analysis (e.g., [17]), and in 
the theory of structure of polymers [20]. In summability theory 
equivalence problems for Cesaro and certain discontinuous Riesz means 
require the number and the location of the zeros off,, o in C* when K is 
real. In approximation theory the convergence of cardinal Lagrange spline 
series with shifted interpolation grid A+ Z, A E [0, 41, is closely related to 
some zeros of f,, I, where m E N denotes the degree of the underlying 
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Lagrange spline. In this case f,, 1 is connected with the Euler-Frobenius 
polynomial, say P,,i(z), by the relation 
f&)=(i,;%)-i= pm, 2(z) 
1 -z (1 -z)m+l; (3) 
cf. [lo; 11; 14, p. 7, Problem 46 if 1 =O; 15-18-J. In the sequel we suppose 
throughout that K > 0 and A E [0, 1). 
It is known [4, 123 that all zeros of fK,;l in @* are real and SO. 
Moreover they are simple and k + 1 in number if k -c K 5 k + 1, k E N,. 
Other contributions to this particular question are contained in, e.g., 
[l-3,5,9-11, 18-211. Hence we may assume the zeros z,,,(n) to be 
numbered according to 
z~,k(n)<z~,k-,(n)< “. <z~, l(A)<z~,O(~)~o. (4) 
Among other asymptotic formulae in [3] we proved 
z,,(O)= -exp -ncotanz:)+O(c”), 
( 
K-al (5) 
except for “small” and “large” v where 0 < c < 1. Moreover this also holds 
for KEC, fc+l=(rc,+l)(l+iz), kg --t co, t E R fixed (compare also [18] 
for the special case K E IV, A = 0). In [ 16,171 it was proved and indicated 
that the convergence of interpolating cardinal Lagrange spline series with 
grid 1+ Z, 1 E [0, $1, and degree m E N is determined by its radius of 
convergence 
k(A) := min(lW)L Ml - l)I), (6) 
where 
[m(;l):=max{z,,,(l)Iv=O ,..., m;z,,,(I)S -l} (7) 
denotes the so-called main root of P,, j.. Using and modifying the results in 
[18], recently Reimer [17] obtained asymptotic formulae for c,,(t) and 
cZr+ I(O) as r -+ co, giving in turn asymptotic estimates for R,(1). 
It, is the main purpose of this paper to improve and to extend (5) by 
explicit inequalities for z,,,(n), that is, specifying the Lo-term for K 2 1 
(Theorem 1). As an important consequence we get lower and upper 
estimates for the main root of the Euler-Frobenius polynomial and the 
radius of convergence of the cardinal Lagrange spline series, when m 14 
(Theorem 3). As in [3] the proofs essentially are based on the so-called 
Lindelof-Wirtinger expansion off,. j, giving a representation of the analytic 
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extension onto @* (Section 2). However, now the error estimates are made 
explicit. 
2. BOUNDS FOR THE ZEROS 
First modifying Lemma l(iii) in [3] we derive the basic approximation 
formula for fK,>, on the negative real axis. Applying residue calculus 
[6,7,22] or Poisson’s sum formula (compare also [9; 8, p. 341) to (1) we 
obtain the Lindelof-Wirtinger expansion 
fK, A(Z) = ““z: l) f lc>o (8) 
,?I= -cc 
giving the unique analytic extension onto @*. Here log l/z is the principal 
branch in C* meaning log l/z is real for real positive z. Further, according 
to this choice we define (U + iv)” + ’ = exp((K + 1) log(u + iv)), where 
lOg(u + io) = + log(u* + u’) + i arg( u + iu) 
with 
u<o, vzo 
u=o, u>o 
u>o 
u=o, v-co 
u<o, 050 
and - 7r/2 < arctan x < n/2 for x E R (see [3]). Putting z = -r, r > 0 we 
write 
e(2m+l)ai/. fK,J-r)=r(KrT l) 5 ((Zm+ l)Iri+log(l/r))“+l 
m=-02 
~(JC + 1) en’” 
= r’(log( l/r) + irr)K+ ’ {HK, k) + k(r)J 
with 
H, j,(r) := 1 + 
log(l/r)+in 
log( l/r) - in > 
K+l e-2nii, 
(9) 
(10) 
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and 
R,(r) := (log( l/r) + in)K+ ’ 
XIf 
1 
e2nimd 
m=, (10g(1/r)+(2m+1)rci)“+’ 
e-27ci(m+1)1 
+(log(l/r)-(2m+l)ai)“+l . I 
(11) 
Now the approximation off,, j, by H,, 1 is made precise by the following 
LEMMA. Suppose that 6 > 0, 1 E [O,l), K 2 1. Then, for llog 1-1 5 l/6, we 
have 
fK,j.(-r)= r(K+l)eRiA 
rA(log( l/r) + irc)K + ’ {Kc, i.(r) + R,(r) 13 (12) 
where 
[R,(r)1 Q d(6, K) := 4 {[&mq+l} 
(13) 
For real x by [x] we denote the largest integer not exceeding x. 
Proof. We use the proof of Lemma l(iii) in [3]. Since these estimations 
for the series in (11) are carried out term by term in absolute value, the 
independence of A and in particular the inequality following formula (3 1)’ 
in [ 3, p. 2811 can be used. Now (13) follows immediately. 
Remark. For 6 > l/J? rc we have 
(13’) 
Next, we compare the zeros z,, .(A) off,, ;. (see (4)) with those of H,, A in 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that K 2 1, 6 > 0, and d(6, IC) 5 1. Then 
z,,.(l) = -exp - ( ncotan( 
2(v+I)+lrr 
K+l z))+r.(@, (14) 
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where 
and v E Z(6, K) with 
Z(6, K) := 
[ 
X+1 
-A-;+&!), h.)+yarccotan$ (ic+ 1) 
x 1 -;arccotan-$ 
( ) 
-l-f+Y(6, K) 
1 
(0 < arccotan x < 7c for x E R). 
Remark. 
(16) 
J(6, ic) := --A + 
KS1 
Yarccotan-$, (ic+ 1) 
x 1 -i arccotan f - A - 1 > 1 c Z(6, K). (16’) 
Proof of Theorem 1. We use the lemma above and follow the proof of 
Theorem 1 in [3]. In view of (9) we put 
z,, ,(A) = - exp( - 7c cotan x,, ,(A)), 
2(v + A) + 1 71 
xK,Jn) := Ic+ 1 Yj-E,,, (17) 
where E,, E R and v E N have to be chosen suitably. The lemma requires 
nlcotan x,,,(A)1 < l/6 and x,, a) E (09 n) (18) 
and for these v = ~(6, K) we obtain 
x (-l)‘sin((~+l)~,,)+~R,(lz,,(l)l)). ( 
Since sin(rcd(4 rc)/2) 3 46, K) > +R, (Iz,, ,(A)/), f,, 1 changes sign exactly 
once in the interval 
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(-exp(-ncotan(&(Z(Y+I:)+l+@,.)))), 
-exp(-ncatan(&2(v+A)+l-d@,K))))), 
which gives Js,,I < (7c/2(~ + 1)) d(6, K). Now a straightforward computation 
yields that v E Z(6, K) satisfies (18). Finally, we apply the mean value 
theorem to obtain (I&I < IE,,J) 
7c 
X 
sin2 
( 
2(v+Rl)+ 17r --e’ 
rc+l 2 ICY > 
It2 e---ee’ldd(6, Ml (1+& 
2(lc+ 1) 
which implies (14) and (15). 
Next, we turn to monotonicity properties of the zeros. The monotonicity 
of z,, “(1) with respect to 3, was mentioned in [4, p. 220; 153 when 
K = rnE N. The monotonicity of z,, JO) with respect to K was proved by 
Wirsing [21]. For the sake of completeness we treat the general cases in 
THEOREM 2. Assume the zeros z,, ,(,I) of fK. I to be numbered according 
to (4). 
(i) Zf K and v are fixed, then z,, “(1) is a strictly decreasing function of 
1 E [O, 1). 
(ii) z,,o(0)=O for all Ic>O. Zf 1 =O, vE (1, . . . . k} or if ile (0, l), 
v E (0, . ..) k}, then z,, .(A) is a strictly increasing function of K > 0. 
Proof: This essentially is based on ideas in [21] for proving part (ii) if 
A = 0. Therefore we restrict our considerations to some important steps. 
In view of the implicit function theorem z,,,(A) possesses partial 
derivatives with respect to K and A. By (l), we have 
Z 1 ~ i. f z’fK,l.(z) =fK+ 1. Ltz)7 ZE@* (19) 
~ftc,?.(z)=KfK-l.*(z)* ZE:@* (20) 
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and 
f,,,(O)= ; L 
1 =o, 
A > 0, f:,,(o) = (1 + A)K > 0. 
From [4] we get (k<K<k+l) 
where z,,,,(A) = 0 iff A= 0, by (21). Further, (9) and (1) imply 
zifK, 1(z) --t 0, if 0 > z --t - co, z”f,, n(z) -+ 0, if z + 0. 
Next, Rolle’s theorem combined with (19), (4), and (22) gives 
Z K + 1, Y + l(n) < 2,. “(A) < z, + I, “(n) < ZK, o(A) 
62 K+l,O(~)~o? v=l k, > . . . . 
(21) 
(4) 
(22) 
(23) 
where both equalities hold iff A=O. Since all z,,,(A) are simple, by (21), 
(19), (4), and (23), an immediate numbering yields 
sknfL.Az,,,J~)) = t-l)", 
sknfL I,J.(~,,JJ-)) = (- 1 I", v = 0, . . . . k. (24) 
(i) From f,, j,(z,, ,(A)) = 0 and (20) we get 
which in turn gives (use (24)) 
a 
sign z z,, y (A)= -1, v = 0, ,.., k. 
(ii) Putting 
.f:, i(Z) := 2 fK, A(Z) 
we get for Iz[ < 1 that 
f~,j.(Z)= ~ (n+n)K lOg(n+~)Z” 
?I=0 
= s : (f~,A(Z)-fic,j.(Zf) lie')& (25) 
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also holding in C* by analytic continuation. In order to show 
sign((8/&) z,, “(A)) = 1 in view of (24) and 
it is sufficient to prove 
sign fit h, ,(4) = (- 1 I”+ ‘, v = 0, . . . . k, 
provided z,, “(A) < 0. Writing z,,” := z,, “(A), by (25) we obtain 
(26) 
-1 0 
s 
WK. “Y - l 
f: AZK. “I= p---J zI(, ” fK, A(X) log(x,zK, “) h-- 
Proceeding in the very same manner as in [21], by splitting integral and 
by partial integration (use also (19)) successively we end with 
f;rAZK.“)’ ,z,,,,~i=o 
-1 i (-l)‘j! S;~~‘~‘,‘~‘~‘~~~j,j,(x) 
=,-/, v-, 
(XlZK, “F ’ 
x (log(x/z, “)Y’ l dxY 
where z K-Y-1, -1 := 0. In view of (21), (23), and the simplicity of the zeros, 
Signf,~j,i.(X)=(-l)"-', 
for z ~~j,~~j~X~Z~--J-l,~-j-l~z~-j,~-~-~ 
and then (26) follows, which completes the proof. 
3. ESTIMATIONS OF THE MAIN ROOT 
In this section we apply the preceding results to the main root of the 
Euler-Frobenius polynomials. Suppose throughout that K = m is a positive 
integer (see (3), (6), and (7)). 
THEOREM 3. With the above notations we have 
(0 LA4 = z,, vcm,(4, 
where 
v(m) = 
{ 
r, m=2r,;iE[O,l)orm=2r+1,1E[f,l) 
r+ 1, m = 2r + 1, A E [0, $) (27) 
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ZZr, r(O) = - 13 z2,+1..(1/2)= -1, 
where 
bml d 4n2 m-2n 
(m+l)sin2 2: 
( > 
exp ( K cotan - - m+12 ) 
for m > 4, and 
m=2r,O<I<i 
m=2r,A=O or m=2r+1,;1=+ 
m=2r+l,O<A<f. 
Proof (i) From (9) we obtain 
1. cos ( lc+l 3321 (2v+l)nl-~rc fK, j.( - l) = 2 ) 
v=O (2v+ l)K+i 
giving p2,, o( - 1) = 0 and p2, + 1, 112 ( - 1) = 0. Now using the relation 
‘??I, A(‘) = Zmpnt, 1 - j.(l/z) 
(see, e.g., [ 5, 8, 11, 12, 20)) implying the zeros to be “reciprocal,” a simple 
counting of z,,,(A), and the monotonicity with respect to 1 in 
Theorem 2(i), complete part (i). 
(ii) We apply Theorem 1 above. In order to get good bounds for 
[,(A) we try to choose 6 = 6(m) as large as possible. In view of (16)’ we put 
6(m):=sup{b>OIvEJ(d,m)} 
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and it follows that (observe (27)) 
1 r-l, 
-tan-- 
2r+l ’ 
m=2r,O<Acl 
71 
r+l-A 
Atan 2r+2 rt, m=2r+1,+<1<1 
I itan r-A 53 m=2r+l,O<I.<+. lx 
Choosing 
say, in all cases clearly we have 8(m) <h(m) and 
=8(1+8sin*x,))‘“+“‘*<l for m > 4. 
This completes part (ii) (see ( 13) and ( 15)). 
(iii) Use (6), part (i), and Theorem 2(i) and observe that 
z,, “(1) = 2,. v+ I(O). 
Remarks. (i) Since we estimated the remainder R,(r) term by term 
with absolute values, the estimates for small K are not too sharp and the 
approximation of the zeros is much better than that given by Theorem 3. 
Compare [ 3, p. 2911. 
(ii) The zeros of H,,, are good starting points for calculating the 
zeros Of fK,j, with Newton iteration using, e.g., formula (8) in the case of 
arbitrary K > 0. Compare again [3, p. 2911. 
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